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Polarization-dependent x-ray-absorption spectroscopy of single-crystal YNi2B2C superconductors
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Polarization-dependent x-ray-absorption spectroscopy of YNi2B2C single crystals is presented for the B 1s,
C 1s, and Ni 2p absorption edges. With this technique the electronic structure of the unoccupied states can be
examined both in a site and orbitally selective manner. The B 1s and C 1s absorption spectra reveal a highly
anisotropic electronic structure, whereas for the Ni 2p edge hardly any anisotropy is found. The experimental
data are compared with projected orbital-resolved density of states obtained from local density approximation
band-structure calculations. A comparison of experimental and calculated data give good agreement for the B
1s and C 1s edges. The observed structures at the absorption thresholds of the examined edges support the
scenario of a peaked density of states at the Fermi energy leading most probably to the relatively high
superconducting transition temperature for this intermetallic compound.@S0163-1829~99!11339-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quaternary transition metal borocarbides of gen
formula RM2B2C (R5Y, rare earth;M5Ni, Pd, Pt! gave
with their discovery1,2 new impetus to the field of interme
tallic superconductors, due to their various interesting ph
cal properties which include:~i! the observation of transition
temperaturesTc of up to 23 K~for a Y-Pd-B-C compound!,3

which are comparable to those reached in theA15 com-
pounds;~ii ! their layered structure reminiscent of the high-Tc
cuprates;~iii ! a peculiar temperature dependence of the up
critical field Hc2 , which can be explained within a two-ban
model;4 ~iv! the coexistence of superconductivity and ra
earth magnetism.5

The crystal structure ofRNi2B2C has been determined t
be body-centered tetragonal with the space groupI4/mmm,6

and represents a filled version of the ThCr2Si2-type structure
with additional carbon stabilizing the system. As a result,
Ni-B networks arranged as NiB4 tetrahedra are separated b
a single rock-salt-likeRC layer. In other known quaternar
borocarbide~-nitride! superconductors such asRNiBC,2 and
La3Ni2B2N3,

7 two RC and three LaN layers are inserted b
tween the Ni-B networks, respectively. The role played
these layers for the superconductivity is still unclear.

For the RM2B2C systems, band-structure calculatio
within the local density approximation~LDA ! predict a peak
of the electronic density of states~DOS! with the Fermi en-
ergy situated close to the peak maximum.8,9 This has given
rise to the assumption that in analogy to theA15 compounds,
the relatively high superconducting transition temperatur
caused by the high DOS at the Fermi energy,N(EF). In the
LDA calculations, the predicted DOS peak atEF is domi-
nated by Ni 3d states, but in fact electronic states from
the constituent atoms contribute. As regards the initial si
larities between theRM2B2C structure and that of the cu
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~16!/11444~5!/$15.00
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prates, the results of the band-structure calculations indi
dispersive bands in all directions, thus signalling that
electronic structure of these systems is essentially th
dimensional. Accepting the scenario of the DOS peak c
tered atEF , as well as a rigid bandlike behavior of the stat
near EF , a partial substitution of Ni by Co or Cu shoul
reduceN(EF). Indeed, transition temperature measureme
for YNi22xMxB2C (M5Co, Cu) show a decrease inTc upon
doping and from specific heat data a reduction of N(EF) has
been deduced for Co substitution.10 The question to which
extent N(EF) is an important factor for superconductivity i
borocarbides and related systems is, however, still under
bate. To understand the pairing mechanism, a deta
knowledge of the electronic structure is essential. Spec
scopic measurements are a direct way to probe the electr
structure and particularly to address the issue of the predi
peak in the DOS atEF . Spectroscopic investigations o
polycrystalline YNi2B2C samples have revealed:~i! The ab-
sence of a peak atEF for the occupied states using phot
emission spectroscopy~PES!.11,12 ~ii ! A significant Ni 3d
contribution to the electronic states of the main valence b
andEF region was shown by resonant PES.12 ~iii ! Compar-
ing PES and Auger data, a Nid-d on-site Coulomb energy
of about 4.4 eV was derived.13 ~iv! Furthermore, a compari
son of the integrated NiL2,3 x-ray-absorption spectra o
YNi2B2C weighted with those of NiO and Ni metal sugges
that the 3d occupancy is close to that of Ni metal~i.e., 3d9.4,
Ref. 14!. Given the Ni 3d-derived bandwidth of ca. 6 eV
from band-structure calcualtions,8,9 together with Udd of 4.4
eV and the fact that borocarbides are well away from ha
filling, it appears unlikely that electronic correlations w
play such a defining role in the rare earth transition me
borocarbides as they do in the cuprate high-Tc superconduct-
ors, despite the similar crystal structure.~v! The strongly
covalent character responsible for the three-dimensio
11 444 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 11 445POLARIZATION-DEPENDENT X-RAY-ABSORPTION . . .
electronic structure seen in the band-structure was confir
by core level excitation measurements using high-ene
electron energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS! in transmission.13

A recent angle resolved photoemission study of clea
single crystals of YNi2B2C has revealed dispersive band
some of which agree well with the predictions of LDA ban
structure calculations. Other observed bands, however, d
ate significantly from the LDA predictions and the flat ban
giving rise to the DOS peak atEF were not observed.15 ~vi!
X-ray-absorption spectroscopy~XAS! of RNi2B2C has not
shown any significant changes of the unoccupied electro
structure forR across the rare earth series.14

In this paper, we present polarization-dependent X
measurements on YNi2B2C single crystals. This techniqu
allows us to measure the unoccupied electronic states,
site and orbital selectively. We compare our results w
orbital-projected partial DOS from LDA band-structure ca
culations, thus enabling a stringent test of the predictions
one-electron theory. In order to eliminate ambiguity, w
have used only single crystals of high purity and good qu
ity, so that no other chemical phases or grain bounda
effects could compromise the results. Our results
YNi2B2C are consistent with the existence of a DOS pe
centered atEF .

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The YNi2B2C single crystals were grown by the high
temperature floating zone method similar to that describe
Ref. 16, except using an inductive heating system.17 The
starting material was stoichiometric polycrystalline YNi2B2C
melted and formed into rods. Crystals with a diameter
about 4 mm and more than 10 mm long could be obtaine
this way. The lattice parameters were determined to ba
53.53 Å andc510.56 Å and agree with values found
literature.6 The samples were prepared so as to give a@100#
surface, which thus contains thea and c axes. Smooth sur
faces were prepared by either cutting with a diamond kn
of an ultramicotrome, polishing with diamond paste~1 mm
grain size!, or by cleavage. Samples with a cutted surfa
and a polished surface give essentially the same results

The XAS experiments were performed at the synchrot
light source BESSY I in Berlin using the SX700-
monochromator,18 which is operated by the Freie Universit¨t
Berlin. The samples were mounted on a rotatable sam
holder and were measured at normal incidence with the l
polarization vectorE set parallel to one of the crystallo
graphica or c axes. The sample holder was aligned using
reflected zero order light to within an accuracy of better th
1°. The energy resolution of the monochromator was se
240 meV, 200 meV, and 580 meV for the B 1s, C 1s, and
Ni 2p absorption thresholds, respectively. An energy reso
tion for the B 1s of 180 meV and of 240 meV gave the sam
spectra and therefore the latter one was chosen to accoun
a higher photon flux.

In an XAS experiment, an x-ray photon is absorbed in
sample exciting a core electron into an unoccupied state.
obtained excited states can relax by emitting photons or e
trons. Therefore, by monitoring either the fluorescence y
~FY! or the total electron yield~TEY!, the absorption coef-
ed
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ficient for the incident x rays as a function of their ener
can be obtained. The fluorescence has an escape depth
order of 1000 Å, whereas the Auger and secondary electr
giving rise to the TEY signal have a mean free path of
order of 10– 100 Å. Consequently, FY is considered a
bulk sensitive method and was therefore used for the X
measurements presented here. The fluorescence was de
by a solid state Ge detector. Since the initial core states
highly localized, the excitation upon the absorption of t
x-ray photon is site selective. Furthermore, dipole select
rules apply. Thus, starting out from the B 1s, C 1s, or Ni 2p
core level XAS spectroscopy probes the unoccupied B 2p, C
2p, and Ni 3d/4s electronic states, respectively. With sing
crystalline samples, the use of polarized light places furt
restrictions on the final state and in this way one can dis
guish between the final orbital states, e.g., forEia only B
1s→B 2px transitions are possible. For comparison, t
spectra forEia andEic are normalized at energies 70 to 8
eV above the absorption thresholds where the final states
nearly free-electron-like and therefore isotropic. The m
sured spectra were corrected for the time dependent decr
of the photon flux of the light source using the simult
neously recorded current of the electrons in the storage
and the energy dependence of the incident flux using T
spectra taken from a clean gold surface. The energy cali
tion for the plane grating monochromator was carried
using the Cu 2p3/2 edge of CuO and the energies of th
thresholds of polycrystalline YNi2B2C which have been ob
tained from EELS in transmission.13 All measurements were
performed at room temperature.

III. BAND-STRUCTURE CALCULATION

LDA calculations of the partial DOS of YNi2B2C were
performed using the linear combination of atomic like orb
als method~LCAO!. These scalar relativistic calculation
employed a minimal basis set consisting of the Y(5s,5p,4d),
Ni(4s,4p,3d), B(2s,2p), and C(2s,2p) orbitals. All ener-
getically lower lying states were treated as core states a
contraction potential has been used at each site to optim
the local basis.19 The exchange and correlation part w
treated within the atomic-spheres approximation, while
Coulomb part of the potential was constructed as a sum
overlapping spherical contributions. Hence, the nonspher
effects of this part determined by the crystal symmetry
taken into account self-consistently. On the other hand,
intra-atomic asphericity is suppressed by azimuthal ave
ing over the site-charge density during the iteration pro
dure. The intra-atomic asphericity is only taken into acco
in the final step of calculating the net density of states~net
DOS! of several orbitals.

We define the net DOS as

rnet~v!5
1

Nk
(
kn

(
Li j

uCLi j
kn u2d~v2Ekn!, ~1!

whereNk is the number of elementary cells equivalent to t
number ofk values andCLi j

kn is the coefficient of the wave
function uLi j & centered at the atomic sitej in the elementary
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11 446 PRB 60H. von LIPSet al.
cell i ; L5$nlm% with n, l , m denoting the main quantum
number, the angular momentum, and the magnetic quan
numbers, respectively.

As the excitations in XAS occur locally, a comparison
the absorption spectra with the calculated net DOS is q
reasonable. The difference between DOS and net DOS
sists in the overlap density of states. This difference can
described with a constant factor for all orbitalsuLi j & in a
given energy interval by an error of less than one percen20

In order to take the quasi-particle and core-hole lifetim
effects into account, the partial orbital-projected unoccup
DOS are convoluted with a Lorentzian of FWHM accordi
to G1a(E2EF). The atomic 1s core-hole lifetimeG was
set equal to the total Auger decay rate of the 2p statesr
523.5 meV111.2 meV•np110.1 meV•np(np21)/2, taken
from Ref. 21, wherenp is the occupation of the 2p orbitals.
From the band-structure calculations, the electron occup
cies were determined to about 1 and 2.5 for boron and
bon, respectively, and considering the excited electron,
estimated for the B 1s and C 1s absorption edgesG
'60 mV and G'110 meV, respectively. For the energ
dependent lifetime of the quasiparticle,a50.2 was chosen.11

The experimental resolution was accounted for by a con
lution with a Gaussian of width equal to the instrumen
resolution stated in the experimental section above.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The upper panels of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the B 1s and

FIG. 1. Boron 1s x-ray-absorption spectra of a YNi2B2C single
crystal forEia andEic ~upper part!; broadened calculated orbita
projected unoccupied DOS for the B 2px/2pz orbitals ~lower part!.
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the C 1s absorption spectra, respectively, corresponding
transitions into the unoccupied B/C 2px and B/C 2pz orbitals
for polarization along thea and c axes, respectively. The
lower panels of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the appropria
orbital-resolved unoccupied DOS broadened as descr
above. For comparison,EF was shifted to the experimenta
boron 1s and carbon 1s thresholds located at 187.9 eV an
282.1 eV, respectively.

For the polarization vectorE parallel to thea axis, the B
1s excitation spectrum in Fig. 1 shows three main features
the energy range shown: at 188.2 and 190.3 eV and a do
structure at 192.9 and 193.9 eV. ForEic, one major feature
is seen at 188.2 eV and two minor ones at 190.3 and 19
eV. All features seen in the XAS spectra can also be foun
the corresponding orbital-resolved DOS at about the sa
relative energy. In the energy range under consideration,
x-ray absorption coefficient is greater forEia than forEic.
This is also evident in the results of our LDA calculation
the relative intensities, however, differ between experim
and theory. Whereas in the XAS data the ratio of the pea
the threshold forEic andEia is 2:3, the DOS ratio for thepz
orbital and thepx orbital atEF is 1:3.

In the C 1s excitation data of Fig. 2 forEia, two peaks at
282.5 eV and 284.0 eV and a broad feature reaching fr
about 287 to 289 eV are observed. The broad feature is
present in the spectrum with the polarization vector along
c axis. TheEic absorption spectrum, however, is dominat
by a strong, sharp peak at the absorption onset. The p
ratio at the absorption threshold forEia andEic is about 1:2,

FIG. 2. Carbon 1s x-ray-absorption spectra of a YNi2B2C single
crystal forEia andEic ~upper part!; broadened calculated orbita
projected unoccupied DOS for the C 2px/2pz orbitals ~lower part!.
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PRB 60 11 447POLARIZATION-DEPENDENT X-RAY-ABSORPTION . . .
whereas the calculations predict for the DOS atEF nearly the
same intensity for C 2px and 2pz . The relative peak posi
tions for the C 1s absorption spectra are, however, also qu
well described by the LDA results.

One reasonable explanation for the difference in the sp
tral intensity of the XAS and the calculated DOS data
boron and carbon can be found in the short bond length
the c direction between the boron and carbon atoms of o
;1.55Å,22 which is even smaller than in hexagonal B4C
(;1.64 Å).23 The strongpz-orbital overlap of the B 2p and
C 2p states due to the short B-C bond length results in s
nificant Coulomb repulsion between the 2pz electrons, which
is not considered in the calculations. Thus theelectronoccu-
pancy of the B 2pz and C 2pz orbital might be significantly
lower than is predicted in the LDA calculations.

Nevertheless, we can state that the good overall ag
ment of the XAS data and band-structure data is a furt
indication that correlation effects are less important in bo
carbides than in the cuprates.

All of the XAS measurements shown in Figs. 1 and
have either a steplike or peaked structure atEF . This is
direct evidence that the DOS just aboveEF falls off, com-
patible with the scenario of a peak in the DOS with its ma
mum nearEF . This confirms the results from specific he
data where a decrease ofN(EF) within a rigid band model is
found for substitution of Ni by Co.10 We note that the Som
merfeld parameterg and thereforeN(EF) are about twice as
large as the LDA calculations predict,24 pointing to a size-
able renormalization by the electron-phonon interactiong
;N(EF)(11lel2ph). On the other hand, no peak corr
sponding to a highN(EF) has been found for the occupie
states by photoemission studies.11,12,15This might be an in-
dication that the electronic states at the solid-vacuum bou
ary are quite different and do not support a high value
N(EF). As the intermetallic borocarbides are strongly cov
lent, three-dimensional systems cleavage will always lea
the breakage of strong chemical bonds. Possible surfac
construction may follow to saturate dangling bonds and
DOS could therefore be reduced for the near surface re
in comparison to the bulk. This scenario is supported by
XAS data shown in Fig. 3 where the B 1s absorption spectra
for a cleaved sample taken simultaneously with the surf
and bulk sensitive TEY and FY methods are depicted. Wh

FIG. 3. Boron 1s x-ray-absorption spectra of a cleave
YNi2B2C single crystal forEia andEic taken with FY~symbols!
and TEY ~line!.
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the FY spectra are—besides statistic effects—identica
those shown in Fig. 1, the TEY spectra are different to
FY spectra. In particular, the peak intensites for bothEia
and Eic at the absorption threshold are significantly low
for the TEY spectra than for the FY spectra~the ratio is
about 2:3!. As PES is even more surface sensitive than TE
this effect will be even stronger. This, however, strenghte
the conclusions that the peak at the absorption threshold
with XAS measurements for the unoccupied states is par
the predicted DOS peak situated atEF .

Figure 4 shows the fluorescence yield XAS spectra at
Ni L3 edge forEia andEic. A comparision of the measure
FY data with the simultaneously measured TEY data
vealed a strong suppression of the fluorescence intensi
the absorption edge. This self-absorption effect is w
known in theL-edge XAS of the transition metals. There
fore, a correction for self-absorption according to Ref.
was applied. The corrected data in Fig. 4 show main featu
for both directions at 853.7 eV as well as at about 856
and 858 eV. So basically no anisotropy is seen, in contras
the boron and carbon edges as well as to the LDA pre
tions for the Ni 3d states when the transition matrix elemen
are taken into account. This could be ascribed to the sign
cant Coulomb interaction between the Ni 2p core hole and
the localized excited electron in the 3d state.26 As a result,

FIG. 4. Nickel 2p x-ray-absorption spectra of a YNi2B2C single
crystal for Eia and Eic ~upper part!; the spectra are corrected fo
self-absorption effects~see text!; broadened calculated orbita
projected unoccupied DOS for the Ni 3d states where the transitio
matrix elements are taken into account (3dia,c stands for the
weighted sum of the orbitals relevant for excitations along thea
axis orc axis!.
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spectral weight is shifted towards the threshold. This
called white line may dominate the XAS spectra at t
threshold. Therefore, a direct comparison with the unoc
pied states from band-structure calculations is not poss
The structures seen in the XAS spectra of Fig. 4 starting
about 2 eV above the absorption threshold, however, a
well with LDA calculations.

An analysis of the peak positions relative to the abso
tion edge for all the spectra shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 4 reve
that they are located at the same relative energies. This
firms the earlier observation consistent with strong hybr
ization among orbitals of all constituent elements a
strongly supports the three-dimensional electronic struct
predicted by the LDA calculations.

V. SUMMARY

We examined the unoccupied electronic structure
YNi2B2C single crystals using polarization-dependent XA
A clearly three-dimensional, yet anisotropic electronic str
ture can be seen. In particular, a strong hybridization
tween B and C orbitals along thec axis is observed. The
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absorption spectra of B 1s and C 1s are well described by
orbital-projected LDA calculations. This indicates that corr
lation effects do not dominate the electronic structure in t
system. Furthermore, the features in the unoccupied Bp
and C 2p states at the absorption thresholds are consis
with a DOS peak centered atEF , as predicted by band
structure calculations. That no peak atEF could be found for
the occupied states with PES can be explained with rec
struction effects at the surface. Our results support the
nario in which the high superconducting transition tempe
tures in the intermetallic borocarbides are caused by the la
N(EF) value.
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